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Grid operator Stedin has set itself the ambitious goal of 

transitioning all households to sustainable energy. To achieve 

this goal, the Stedin IT department made the transition from a 

traditional waterfall development method to an agile 

approach. For this switch, the company used the low-code 

development platform OutSystems and asked CoolProfs to 

take on the role as an implementation partner and help them. 

Stedin was immediately enthusiastic 

with the possibilities OutSystems brought to the organisation, 

says Martijn van Ierland, Team Lead and Release Train Engineer at 

Stedin. “When OutSystems 10 was released, with the possibility 

to develop mobile applications as a new feature, Stedin jumped 

onboard as  one of the first companies to build native apps.  

We have already created two mobile apps that are used by 800 

colleagues. “ As an example, one application for work preparation 

was created with a link to the SAP order system. Another was a 

mobile app with asset information for employees on site. 

OutSystems partner CoolProfs helped Stedin set up the 

infrastructure and configurations, define the IT architecture and 

build the first applications for and with Stedin. As a result, the 

Samskip is a worldwide  service provider for container 
transport. The company was using a more than 30 year 
old administration system. This was in desperate need 
of replacement. After having done some market 
research, it was decided to work with the low-code 
platform of OutSystems with CoolProfs as development 
partner and Okapion as UX partner.

SAMSKIP | Samskip puts user, process and customer 
experience first

For an international container 

transportation company like Samskip, it is important that 

strategy, systems, processes and data management are 

connected, while the User Experience (UX) stays the same 

worldwide. A number of basic principles were defined that all 

internal processes had to stick to, in the field of automated 

processing, one touch data, standardization process 

management and user-friendliness. The system should not 

only be easy and efficient to use, Samskip also wanted that 

users would enjoy working with it. That is why we looked at UX 

from the very beginning of the development stage.  

In CoolProfs, Samskip found a partner who quickly realized the 

application, dared to ask critical questions and delivered 

results: A slick modern, innovative and solid system on which 

it can continue to grow for years. The new system makes 

Samskip a technologically advanced player with  

a leading edge in the international market. •  

STEDIN | Developing applications at the speed of light

network operator quickly gained a great deal of 

expertise and immediately reaped the benefits 

from working with OutSystems and CoolProfs. • 



Why stage data?
To perform system tests, reproduce production errors, 

demonstrate new OutSystems applications and train end-

users, you need application data in each environment of your 

deployment pipeline. Unfortunately the ‘right’ data is often 

missing in non-production environments. Therefore testers 

and users often need to enter all data manually over and over 

again. How can you solve this problem one and for all, while 

improving the productivity of rapid application development?

Our solution: The new and improved Cool Data Mover
We have developed a unique service to stage application data, 

our new version has lots of nifty extras. The Cool Data Mover 

service allows you to easily automate the export and import of 

The advantages are:  
• Directly connect to the OutSystems meta model 
• Easily define application data sets to stage
• Automatically export, delete and import data.

New features:
• Supports Cloud and on premise 
• GDPR ready
• Improved filters
• Improved speed
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CoolProfs is a leading consultancy company focused on the 

development of customized information systems.  

Our approach is fully geared towards the business and spans 

across the entire life-cycle of information systems. We are an 

OutSystems Elite Partner and probably have the most  

OutSystems experience in the Benelux. We train our people to 

the highest level in both OutSystems and Agile/Scrum.   

We develop, analyse, transfer knowledge, make life easier for 

our customers and partners and above all, we are innovative. 

And we love doing this! We currently have 3 OutSystems 

MVP’s, more than 40 certified developers and 

years of experience in building innovative 

applications for leading companies in Europe. •  

data between environments. •
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COOL DATA MOVER  | Lifetime for data

   Rapid. Development. Partner 

CoolProfs works for innovative organizations such as Scildon, ING, Rijk Zwaan, RET, Samskip, NS and 
UTZ. And we do so with a lot of fun! We help our customers develop, analyse their IT infrastructure, use 
and transfer our knowledge about OutSystems, make the life of our customers and partners easier and 
above all, we are innovative. And we love doing this!
 www.CoolProfs.com, info@CoolProfs.com, +31(0)71-3311623
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